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Long travel day to France behind us

	

Larry standing in for my son Kevin, sleeping on the train...It's 10pm here, probably 2pm back home? Time to get to sleep after being

up pretty much continuously since 7am yesterday morning. It starts with a 9:30am flight from SFO to Chicago, followed a couple

hours later by a 6:20pm (Chicago time) flight to Paris, arriving 9:30am (Paris time), then a train that's supposed to leave at 11:57am

(Paris time) but is delayed due to suspicious baggage, which might also have been why they chased us (and everyone else) out of the

place we were eating in the train station 30 minutes prior. So the train we're taking to Grenoble, which has a 14 minute connection in

Lyon, is now 10 minutes late. 4 minute connection. That's just not possible with two people, two bikes, two suitcases, right?

Good inexpensive food is never an issue in France...That's where technology comes in. When you buy your European train tickets

from Trainline.eu, they send you updates on what track your next train will be leaving from, which saves you a LOT of grief in

crowded, complicated euro train stations. And it turns out we arrived on track K, and were leaving on track J which, just this one

time in my life, actually was adjacent, just like it ought to be!

So my friend Larry from the way-back days, who's seeing the Tour de France for the first time, arrived with me in Grenoble in one

piece, not much the worse for wear. Of course, Larry can sleep on planes, and trains, and even hotel rooms, while I'm up plotting out

details and just generally a bit restless because, as they say, does anybody really know what time it is? I sure don't!
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That rarest of all rare photos; me having a beer!Tomorrow morning we take a train out to an obscure city adjacent to the Vercors, a

spectacular mini-mountain-range, where we'll do a pretty gnarly 54 miles ride, carrying all of our camera gear because the end of the

ride conveniently drops us off near tomorrow's Tour de France stage finish! Then we take another train back to Grenoble, pick up

the rental car which we'll need for a couple days from now, and just keep on moving on, one foot in front of the other, riding our

bikes in France.
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